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We investigate, in the rotating drum configuration, the transition from the regime of discontinuous

avalanches observed at low angular velocity to the regime of continuous flow observed at higher velocity.

Instead of the hysteretic transition reported previously by Rajchenbach [Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 2221 (1990)],
with an apparent bistability of the two flow regimes in a range of drum velocities, we observe

intermittency with spontaneous erratic switches from one regime to the other. Both scenarios of transition

are recovered by a model dynamic equation for the avalanche flow with two sources of stochasticity: a

Langevin noise during the avalanche flow and a distributed maximal stability angle at which avalanches

start.
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Transitions from discontinuous to continuous dynamics
under the action of a continuous driving force are observed
in a large number of systems: solid friction [1], fracture
propagation [2], peeling [3], granular avalanches [4], out-
gassing in a non-Newtonian fluid [5], Josephson junction
[6], etc. We report here an original transition by temporal
intermittency in the framework of granular flow. In recent
years great effort has been made to understand the complex
rheology of dense granular flows [7]. One usual flow
geometry is a horizontal rotating drum partially filled
with grains. The interest of this device lies in the experi-
mental simplicity of its closed geometry, and also in its use
in many industries such as civil engineering or pharmaceu-
tics involving mixing or segregation of gravels, sand or
powders [8]. Depending on the angular velocity ! of the
rotating drum, different regimes are classically observed
when increasing !: discrete avalanching, continuous flow
with flat interface, S-shape interface, and finally centrifu-
gation. In the following we will concentrate on the first
transition from discrete avalanches (DA) to continuous
flow (CF) that arises typically when !""!=", where
"! # !m ! !r is the typical avalanche amplitude and "
the typical avalanche duration, i.e., the time for the slope of
the pile to relax from the angle of maximal stability !m
towards the angle of repose !r [4]. This transition has been
reported to be hysteretic by Rajchenbach [9] in a short
cylinder: He observed that in a range of ! values, the
regime can be either DA or CF depending on the flow
history. In a long cylinder, Caponeri et al. [4] reported both
a smaller hysteresis and a spatial coexistence of DA and CF
domains in the transition zone. In a different flow configu-
ration where a granular heap is fed from the top, Lemieux
et al. [10] report a sharp DA-CF transition without any
hysteresis. The argument invoked for the hysteretic behav-
ior was either a difference of typical grain falling time in
the DA and CF regime [9], a difference between the static

and dynamic effective friction coefficients [4], or stochas-
tic fluctuations in the grain flow [11]. In this Letter, we
present rotating drum experiments exhibiting in a given
rotation velocity range a progressive flow transition by
temporal intermittency instead of a hysteresis scenario:
The two flow regimes are found both unstable rather than
both stable in this ! range. We explain the observed
spontaneous and erratic switches from one regime to the
other by the intrinsic dissipation and fluctuation of granular
flows.
The experimental setup is a rotating cylinder of diameter

2R # 20 cm and width b # 5 cm half-filled with glass
beads of diameter d # 0:95$ 0:05 mm. A microstep mo-
tor followed by a huge reduction factor imposes a smooth
continuous rotation with an excellent resolution [12]. With
a video camera (750% 500 pixels, 50 images=s), the en-
tire pile is recorded and the pile surface is detected by
image processing. The flow is localized in a thin surface
layer and the interface remains flat at all time t [13], so that
we measure its instantaneous slope angle !&t' with a typi-
cal resolution of 0.01( over long experimental runs
(roughly half of an hour for each) where the drum rotation
is kept constant.
At low drum velocity ! (<0:7 deg=s), only the DA

regime is observed with a typical avalanche amplitude
"! # 1:7$ 0:3( and typical avalanche duration " #
0:9$ 0:1 s. Note that we do not measure any significant
variation of "! or " with !. At high enough !
(>1:2 deg=s), only the CF regime is observed, with a flat
interface of constant slope angle. In between, no hysteresis
but temporal intermittency between the DA and CF re-
gimes is observed as shown in Fig. 1(a), where the DA
regime appears in red (light gray) whereas the CF regime
appears in blue (dark gray). In the DA regime, the slope
angle ! ranges from the angle of repose !r # 23:2$ 0:1(

to the angle of maximal stability !m # 24:9$ 0:2(,
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whereas in the CF regime, the angle fluctuations are one
order of magnitude smaller (! # 24:2$ 0:1(). Detailed
switches between DA and CF regimes are put in evidence
in a zoom on Fig. 1(a) presented in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c)
shows the corresponding _!&t' plot, and Fig. 1(d) the phase
portrait (!, _!). The time derivative _! is related to the
avalanche grain flux q at the drum center by q #
&bR2=2'&!! _!' from mass conservation [4,14]. The time
periods when the pile is at rest with respect to the drum
(solid rotation without any grain flow) can be easily deter-
mined from Fig. 1(c) as _! # !, and the time the system
spends in the DA regime can thus be determined precisely.
In the CF regime, _! fluctuates around zero, but does not
reach the ! value. In the phase portrait (!, _!) of Fig. 1(d),
the DA regime appears as large clockwise loops that are
flattened on the top. The flat parts correspond to the pile at
rest whose angle ! increases at the rate !, and the curved
parts correspond to the ! relaxation during avalanches with
downward grain flux q ( _!<!). In the CF regime, the
system fluctuates around the fixed point (! # 24:2(, _! #
0). Transition from CF to DA occurs when _! reaches !
because of a sufficiently large fluctuation in the grain flux:
The pile comes to rest and its angle ! starts increasing
linearly with time at the rate _! # ! until the next ava-

lanche starts. Conversely, transition from DA to CF occurs
when an avalanche starts at a low enough angle !m so that
the trajectory fails reaching the line _! # ! but gets
trapped by the fixed point.
The distributions of life times of both regimes are shown

in Fig. 2: For both DA and CF regimes, small life time
events are more frequent than large ones. Indeed the dis-
tributions of life time T follow a decreasing exponential
law N " exp&!T= #T' with a characteristic mean life time
#T, as evidenced by the linear decrease of the complemen-
tary cumulative density function (survival function) in the
log-lin plot of Fig. 2(c).
Let us now report on what happens when the drum

velocity is varied. The evolution of the mean life time #T
of each regime is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the drum
rotation velocity !: The mean life time of the CF regime
increases roughly exponentially with!, whereas the mean
life time of the DA regime decreases the same way. We
indeed observe experimentally small bursts of CF regime
interrupting long DA periods at lower drum velocity (! ’
0:8 deg=s) and the contrary at higher drum velocity
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of life time T of (a) DA and
(b) CF regime for ! # 0:99 deg=s. (c) Corresponding survival
function p&T > t'. The solid lines correspond to exponential fits
exp&!T= #T' with (a) #TDA # 48 s and (b) #TCF # 33 s.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Mean life time #T of DA regime (5) and
CF regime (m) as a function of !. (-) Exponential fits #T #
Tc exp)#&!!!c'=!c* with Tc # 30 s,!c # 1 deg=s, #DA #
!7:9 and #CF # 8:9.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Time evolution of the mean slope
angle ! of the pile for ! # 1:02 deg=s. (b) Zoom of !&t' on the
time window delimited by the two vertical dotted lines in (a).
(c) Time derivative of the slope angle _! in the zoomed time
window and (d) corresponding phase portrait (!, _!). The DA
regime is plotted in red (light gray) and the CF regime in blue
(dark gray).
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(! ’ 1:1 deg=s). The scenario of this progressive DA-CF
transition by intermittency can be simply viewed when
plotting the time fraction $ the system spends in the CF
regime over a long observation time as a function of the
drum rotation velocity ! (Fig. 4): $ increases gradually
from 0 at low ! towards 1 at high !. The middle of the
transition occurs at !c ’ 1 deg=s with an equal mean
duration of each regime Tc ’ 30 s (Fig. 3). As $&!' #
#TCF=& #TDA + #TCF' data of Fig. 4 can be fitted by a tanh
function. Obviously, $ is independent of the starting re-
gime, but its precise measurement requires an observation
time Tobs greater than the highest of the two life times. For,
e.g., Tobs ’ 100 s, Fig. 3 shows that intermittency between
the two regimes will only be observed in the range from
!1 ’ 0:85 deg=s to !2 ’ 1:13 deg=s. For !<!1,
#TDA > Tobs and the DA regime only will be observed and
will appear as stable. Reciprocally, the CF regime only will
be observed and appear as stable when !>!2 ( #TCF >
Tobs). For small observation time (Tobs < Tc),!1 is greater
than!2 and both regimes will appear as stable in the!2 <
!<!1 range: The transition will then appear as
hysteretic.

Let us now present a simple model reproducing the
observed complex dynamics. Considering the velocity pro-
file measurements of [13] for the thin surface flowing layer,
we reduced the avalanche flow dynamics in the case of
negligible drum rotation to a model equation for the pile
angle ! and its time derivatives describing the slope re-
laxation dynamics in [14]. The velocity v of the flowing
layer being proportional to slope relaxation _! and introduc-
ing a velocity dependent dynamic friction coefficient
%&v' # %n + &v2, the resulting dynamic equation was:

$!+ A&!! !n' # B _!2: (1)

In this equation, the first term corresponds to the grain
acceleration, and the second term corresponds to the action
of gravity force minus the dynamical friction force at
vanishing grain velocity ( tan!n # %n). Finally, the right-
hand side term describes the quadratic increase of friction

force with grain velocity. An avalanche starting from rest at
an angle !m above the ‘‘neutral’’ angle !n develops and
stops at a lower angle !r < !n. By contrast, no avalanche
can develop starting below !n. Parameters A and B both
depend on the drum geometry and on the grain properties.
Parameter A scales as 1="2 where " is the mean avalanche
duration. Parameter B characterizes the granular dissipa-
tion: the larger B, the larger the dissipation and the !&t'
curve asymmetry with respect to the neutral angle !n: !n !
!r < !m ! !n. By extensive experiments, we validated this
differential equation involving small angle variations
around the neutral angle !n and measured its coefficients
[14]. Following Ref. [11], we now extend this deterministic
equation for the granular flow to non-negligible drum
rotation velocity !:

$!+ A&!! !n' # B& _!!!'2 + '&t': (2)

The addition of a small random Langevin-type force term
'&t' is consistent with the Gaussian fluctuations we mea-
sured experimentally for $! in the flowing phases. In this
equation for the global variable !, this stochastic term
stands for fluctuations of collisional forces at the grain
level. Equation (2) describes avalanche flows (i.e., when
_!<!) and must be completed by the condition of whole
solid rotation _! # ! during the rest phase and by a random
starting angle reproducing the experimental distribution of

FIG. 4. Mean time fraction $ of the CF regime as a function of
the drum rotation velocity !. Experimental data points (,) and
fit by a tanh curve (-).
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FIG. 5 (color online). Numerical phase portrait (!! !n, _!)
from Eq. (2) for ! # 1 deg=s (A # 8 s!2, B # 0:45 deg!1).
(a) Calculated trajectory for (' # 0 starting from the initial
values (1.4,1) or (0.8,1). (b) Calculated CF trajectory for (' #
8 deg=s!2 starting from the fixed point. The horizontal dashed
line corresponds to _! # ! and the curved dashed line corre-
sponds to the separatrix between the DA and CF regimes starting
from (!s, !) and that reaches a maximum value of _! when
_! # !.
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!m [14]. Figure 5(a) shows two different avalanche trajec-
tories calculated from Eq. (2) with zero noise and starting
from an initial pile at rest in the DA regime. The curve
asymmetry (!n ! !r < !m ! !n) is a consequence of dis-
sipation (B ! 0). As a consequence, two different behav-
iors are observed depending on the starting angle: For
!m > !s, the outer avalanche trajectory in red (light gray)
stops at !r when _! # !. For !m < !s, the inner avalanche
trajectory in blue (dark gray) spirals towards the CF fixed
point. The dashed curve starting from !s is the separatrix
between these two behaviors corresponding to the DA and
CF regimes. Note that this curve and in particular !s
depend on the ! value. In this escape scenario from the
DA regime to the CF regime, the probability is mainly
ascribed to the probability to sort a !m angle smaller than
!s&!', a probability that increases strongly with! since !s
increases with!. Note that this transition does not require
a particular noise level '. This is confirmed experimentally
as we indeed observe that the DA ! CF transitions occur
for the lowest values of the starting angle distribution. This
indicates that the characteristic value !1 above which this
transition can be observed for a given observation time Tobs

(TDA & Tobs) is not very sensitive to the noise level (!1

should only slightly decrease for increasing noise level ').
Figure 5(b) results from the simulation of Eq. (2) for a

nonzero noise level and starting from the fixed point in the
CF regime. The system remains in the CF regime as long as
_! does not reach the solid rotation value !. By contrast to
the previous case, the time of escape from the CF regime
only depends on the noise level ': The fixed point of the CF
regime is found linearly stable at any ! and can only be
destabilized by a non zero noise level. At first order, the _!
(grain flux) fluctuation denoted ( _! increases linearly with
the noise standard deviation (' # h'2i1=2 and the CF !
DA transition is likely as soon as ( _!"! [Fig. 5(b)]. As a
consequence, the corresponding characteristic transition
value !2 increases linearly with increasing noise.

A sketch of!1 and!2 variations with the noise level ('
is presented in Fig. 6 for a given Tobs: For large (', !2 >
!1, so that in the range !1 <!<!2 both DA and CF
regime are observed. The flow regime presents intermit-
tency and switches randomly from one solution to the other
as observed in the present experiment. In the peculiar case
of low enough noise level ',!2 <!1 so that both regimes
appear as stable in the range !2 <!<!1: Since both
DA and CF life times are larger than the observation time
Tobs, either DA or CF regime can be observed depending
on the flow history of the system, which makes the tran-
sition apparently hysteretic as described by Rajchenbach
[9].

To conclude, we observe a progressive transition by
intermittency between the regime of discrete avalanches
and the regime of continuous granular flow in a rotating
drum when varying the rotation velocity ! of the drum.

This transition occurs gradually in a range of ! by the
appearance of increasing bursts of one regime in the other,
in contrast to the hysteretic transition reported by [9]. Both
scenarios of transition can be explained by a flowmodeling
with dissipation, depending on the fluctuation level and on
the observation time. We also suggest that the spatiotem-
poral intermittency reported by [4] in a spatially extended
system (long rotating drum) can be understood in this
frame. The role of fluctuations appears crucial in the
intermittency that is also observed in solid friction, frac-
ture, or even in time reversal of the magnetic field [1,2,15].
We acknowledge C. Delacour and Y. Texier for their

help in the measurements, and B. Perrin, P. Manneville,
V. Hakim and E. Trizac for warm and fruitful discussions.
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